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LINGUACULTURE is a peer-reviewed academic journal belonging to the Centre for
(Inter)cultural and (Inter)lingual Research of Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi. Our
intention is to provide an appropriate platform for presenting, discussing and
disseminating new concepts, theories and research findings related to a broad spectrum of
topics. This academic journal addresses specialists and graduate students in the fields of
linguistics, literary theory and criticism, cultural anthropology, translation studies, theatre
and film studies, language learning and teaching.
Contributors are encouraged to explore these various aspects in theory and practice and
transcend traditional boundaries by interdisciplinary collaboration. This also involves the
exploration of transcultural phenomena, redefined in such terms as linguistic and cultural
identity, diversity, intercultural dynamism, cultural and linguistic translation, rewriting,
hybridization, creolization, diaspora and virtual community.
The journal is thematic, but valuable contributions relating to any of the researched fields
of investigation are also published in special issues. Please consult our Web site
(http://journal.linguaculture.ro) for forthcoming issues and contact us at
journal@linguaculture.ro if you wish to make any suggestions or are interested in being a
guest editor.
Issue editors are responsible for making suggestions and finding the most suitable peerreviewers among specialists on the topic under discussion, but they are expected to
consult the Editorial Board on such matters.
Contributors are advised to address their messages both to the editorial staff of
LINGUACULTURE (journal@linguaculture.ro) and the Issue Editor(s) when they
submit papers, book reviews, interviews or notes or any other material that is suitable for
publication.
Copyright
Authors are responsible for observing the laws of copyright when quoting or reproducing
material. That information must appear in the caption accompanying reproductions or
photos, or any other material that falls under the laws of copyright.
Although it is our policy to publish new, original material, exceptions may be made when
only parts of a paper contain previously published material and the author can
demonstrate that the submitted article contains sufficient new material to justify its
publication. An acknowledgement of the reproduced sections must be made in a
numbered footnote on the first page of the paper.

